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Response of the Water Level in a Well to Earth Tides and Atmospheric
Loading Under Unconfined Conditions
STUART ROJSTACZER AND FRANCIS S. RILEY
U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California

The responseof the water level in a well to Earth tides and atmosphericloading under unconfined
conditionscan be explained if the water level is controlled by the aquifer responseaveraged over the
saturated depth of the well. Because vertical averagingtends to diminish the influence of the water
table, the responseis qualitatively similar to the responseof a well under partially confinedconditions.
When the influence of well bore storage can be ignored, the response to Earth tides is strongly
governedby a dimensionlessaquifer frequency Q•,. The responseto atmosphericloading is strongly
governed by two dimensionlessvertical fluid flow parameters: a dimensionlessunsaturated zone
frequency, R, and a dimensionlessaquifer frequency Qu. The differencesbetween Q•, and Qu are
generally small for aquifers which are highly sensitiveto Earth tides. When Q•, and Qu are large, the
responseof the well to Earth tides and atmosphericloading approachesthe static responseof the
aquifer under confined conditions. At small values of Q•, and Qu, well responseto Earth tides and
atmosphericloadingis stronglyinfluencedby water table drainage.When R is large relative to Qu, the
responseto atmosphericloadingis stronglyinfluencedby attenuationand phase shift of the pneumatic
pressure signal in the unsaturated zone. The presenceof partial penetration retards phase advance in
well responseto Earth tides and atmosphericloading. When the theoretical responseof a phreatic well
to Earth tides and atmospheric loading is fit to the well response inferred from cross-spectral
estimation, it is possibleto obtain estimatesof the pneumatic diffusivity of the unsaturated zone and
the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer.

INTRODUCTION

In some wells which tap unconfined aquifers, the water
level in the well respondsmeasurablyto aquifer deformation
induced by both Earth tides and atmospheric loading [e.g.,
Bower and Heaton, 1973, 1978]. For these wells, the water
level change cannot be a direct reflection of the water table
response.While the water table may respondto atmospheric
loading due to unsaturated zone effects [Yusa, 1969; Weeks,
1979] or significantgas content in the capillary fringe [Peck,
1960; Turk, 1975], the water table can be expected to be
insensitive to Earth tide induced deformation [Bredehoeft,
1967].

Water level fluctuations in phreatic wells produced by
changesin both Earth tides and atmospheric loading can be
explained if the water level in the well reflects the response
of the aquifer vertically averaged over the saturateddepth of
the well. While the water table is generally insensitive to
rock deformation, the aquifer at depth can be largely isolated
from water table influences if the vertical hydraulic diffusivity of the aquifer is low. For wells that tap thick unconfined aquifers, the average responseof the screenedinterval
will at least be partially influenced by the response of the
aquifer under conditions where the water table has little
influence; the response will be qualitatively similar to the
response of wells under partially confined conditions
[Rojstaczer, 1988a, b]. As in the partially confined case, the
tidal and barometric responsewill be a function of the length
of time or frequency over which the deformation takes place.
Water well responsedue to rapid changesin deformationwill
be weakly influenced by the water table; the response will
approach that which would occur if the aquifer were confined [Jacob, 1940; Bredehoeft, 1967; Van der Kamp and
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Gale, 1983; Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989]. Water level response to slow changes in deformation will be strongly
influenced by water table drainage.
Figure 1 shows an idealized cross section of a phreatic
well. As suggestedin the figure, fluid flow is an intrinsic part
of water well responseto aquifer deformation. For Earth tide
induced deformation, groundwater flow to and from the
water table, as well as flow into and out of the well bore, can
influence well response. For the case of atmospheric loading, air flow in the unsaturated zone can also influence well
response.

The influence of fluid flow on the response of phreatic
wells to Earth tides or atmospheric loading has been examined by others. Bower and Heaton [1973] examined the
responseto Earth fides and atmospheric loading under the
assumptionthat the well was open only at the bottom of the
hole, the water table was a fixed boundary, and that well
bore storageeffects and (for the case of atmosphericloading)
unsaturated zone effects were negligible. Johnson [1973]
examined the theoretical responseto atmospheric loading in
a spherically shaped aquifer under the assumptions that
unsaturated zone effects were negligible and that the water
table was a fixed boundary. Yusa [1969] and Weeks [1979]
examined

the influence

of air flow in the unsaturated

zone on

well responseto atmosphericloading and assumedthat well
bore storage effects were negligible, the water table was a
fixed boundary, and the water table pressure change due to
the atmospheric load represented the pressure change
throughout the monitored depth of the aquifer.
This study extends the results of the above studies by
using theoretical models of water well response to Earth
tides and atmospheric loading to examine: (1) the significance of assuming that the well responds to the vertically
averagedaquifer pressurechange;(2) the appropriatenessof
assumingthat the water table is fixed; (3) the influence of
partial penetration on well response. For simplicity, we
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Fig. 1. Cross section of a phreatic well showing the influencesof fluid flow on well response to Earth tides and
atmospheric loading.

assumethat the well taps an unconfinedaquifer which has a
lateral permeability high enough that well bore storage
effects are negligible at the frequencies present in the Earth
tide and atmospheric load signals. We also assume that air
encapsulation in the capillary fringe is small so that water
table fluctuations induced by gas transport in the capillary
fringe are negligible. Comparisonis made with the theoretical
results given elsewhere [Rojstaczer, 1988a, b] for water well
responseunder partially confinedconditions.The theoretical
model is then applied to the response of a phreatic well to
Earth tides and atmosphericloading to yield estimatesof the
pneumatic diffusivity of the unsaturated zone and the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the unconfined aquifer.
SOLUTION

TO THE RESPONSE OF AN UNCONFINED

WELL

TO EARTH TIDES AND PERIODIC
ATMOSPHERIC

LOADING

The response of a phreatic well to Earth tides and atmospheric loading is governed by several processes which
operate simultaneously.For the case of Earth tide response,
the following processes take place: (1) deformation of the
aquifer due to the imposed strain; (2) vertical diffusion of
groundwater pressure through the aquifer; (3) diffusion of
groundwater pressure between the aquifer and the well. In
addition, the following processes influence atmospheric
loading response: (1) pressurization at the water surface of
the open well due to the air load and (2) diffusion of
pneumatic pressure between the Earth's surface and the
water table. As noted elsewhere [Rojstaczer, 1988a, b],
these processesalso influence the response of well aquifer
systems under partially confined conditions.
We can readily obtain closed form solutions to the response of a phreatic well to Earth tides and atmospheric

loading if we assumethat (1) the well bore is in quasi-static
equilibrium with the vertically averaged aquifer pressure
(i.e., well bore storageeffects are negligible); (2) the aquifer
has uniform material properties; and (3) (for the case of
atmospheric loading) the air flow between the Earth's surface and the water table is predominantly vertical. The
solution for Earth tide responsecan be obtained by solving
for one-dimensional groundwater flow near a water table in
responseto periodic deformation of the aquifer. The solution
for atmosphericloading responsecan be obtained by combining the solutionsto two separatefluid flow problems: (1)
vertical diffusionof pneumatic pressurebetween the Earth's
surface and the water table and (2) vertical diffusion of the
atmospheric pressure signal through the unconfined aquifer
with concomitant loading. As is noted in detail below, the
responsesgiven by these solutions are similar to the responseof wells under partially confined conditions to Earth
tides and atmospheric loading.
Vertical Groundwater Flow Induced by Earth Tides
If we assumethat well bore storage effects are negligible,
the response of an unconfined aquifer to Earth tides is
governed by (compression is positive) [Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989]

o2p op

D ....

Oz2

Ot

+ pgA;Aw sin (wt)

(1)

where p is pore pressure, D' is a hydraulic diffusivitv for
imposed areal strain under conditions of plane stress [Van
der Kamp and Gale, 1983], p is the fluid density, g is
gravitational acceleration, A's is the static-confinedareal
strain sensitivity of the aquifer or water level rise per unit
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strain compression[Van der Kamp and Gale, 1983;Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989], and A and o• are the amplitude and
frequency of the Earth tide signal, respectively. The source
term in (1) accounts for the periodic deformation of the
aquifer due to the Earth tide.
For completeness, the appropriate boundary conditions
should take into account the possibleeffect of any periodic
fluctuationsin water table heightinducedby fluid flow to and
from the water table. If the water table boundary condition is
imposed at the mean height of the water table (z = 0), we
obtain the following first-order, linearized approximationof
the boundary conditions:

Op(O,
t)/Oz= -(Sy/Kz)Op(O,
t)/Ot

d is at infinity and that the water table parameter fl' is zero,
(3) simplifies to (7).
Since water well responseis assumedto be driven by the
depth averaged pressure change in the aquifer, p, we vertically averagethe solution in (3) over the saturated well depth
to obtain

• = -pgA•A(•l' + irV') exp (io•t)

0'= exp-•

specific yield of the aquifer, respectively, and d is the
thicknessof the aquifer. The above boundary conditions are
identical to the first-order approximation used by Neuman
[ 1972] in his analysisof the responseof a phreatic aquifer to
constant fluid withdrawal from a well. The solution of (1)
subject to the boundary conditions given in (2) is given in
Appendix A:

and the vertical hydraulicconductivityof the aquifer,Kz:

2D'

+ sin•]/2•H2
(9a)

(9b)

and Q•, is a dimensionlessaquifer frequency referenced to
the saturated thickness of the well, b:

wSs
b2 wb2
2K z

-

(10)

2D'

(3)

where Q' is a dimensionless frequency referenced to the
saturatedthicknessat the depth of interest, z (the depth from
the mean height of the water table to the observation point),
the specific storage of the aquifer under conditions of imposedhorizontal strain [Van der Kamp and Gale, 1983],Ss,

2K z

+exp•[+cos •

Q• -

+ exp[(i + 1)(Q')l/2]/H2-1]

o.}Ss
z2 o.}z
2

+ sin•]/2•H1

fz,=exp-•[cos •
+ sin•]/2•H1
+exp•[-cos •
+ sin•]/2•H2
+ [l/H2- 1/H1]/2•

p = -pgA;A exp(i•ot)[exp
[-(i + 1)(Q')m]/H
1

Q ....

[-cos•

+ [l/H1-1/H2]/2•- 1

(2b)

whereKz andSyaretheverticalhydraulicconductivity
and

(8)

where 0' and fz, are

(2a)

Op(d, t)/Oz= 0
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(4)

H 1 and H 2 are terms that reflect the presenceof an impermeable boundary at depth, d:

H1 = 1 + exp[-2(i + 1)(•od2/D
') 1/2]

Responseof the Water Table to Earth Tides
The conditions necessary for significant water table fluctuations to be induced by Earth tides can be examined
through analysisof the water table parameter It'. The water
table parameter, It', is an indicator of the ability of the water
to rise and fall in response to periodic deformation of the
aquifer under conditions where the aquifer is of infinite
thickness. For an aquifer of infinite thickness, (3) can be
easily reduced to solve for changesin water table height (z =
0):

p(z = O)/pg = -A•A[1/(1

- fl') - 1] exp (io•t)

(11)

Figure2 showsthe modulusof (11), •/Pgl, dividedby the

term A;A as a function of ft'/(1 - i). It indicates that
- fl'[1 - exp[-2(i + 1)(•od2/2D')m]] (5a) significant water table fluctuations (changes in water table
heightwith amplitudein excessof 0.1 A;A) occur when the
H2 = 1 + exp[2(i+ 1)(•od2/2D
') 1/2]
parameter ft'/(1 - i) exceeds0.1. If we limit our analysisto
+ fl'[1 - exp[2(i+ 1)(•od2/2D
') 1/2]] (5b) peak tidal frequencies (about 1-2 cycles/d), then the upper

bound
of0.1forIt'/(1 - i) indicates
thatthetermSsKz/Sy
2

and fl' is a dimensionlessparameter which governs the

mustbe greaterthan2 x 10-7 s-1 for watertablefluctua-

movement

tionsto be significantrelative to A• A. As mightbe expected,
significant water table fluctuations are favored in aquifers
with high specific storage, high hydraulic conductivity and
low specificyield. Formationswith thesephysicalproperties
will have an ability to yield large amounts of fluid when
deformed and rapidly transport that fluid to and from the
water table; becausespecificyield is low, fluid masstransfer
to and from the water table will cause relatively large

of the water table:

It' = (1- i)(SsKz/2Sy2oo)1/2 (6)
The solution given in (3) is very similar to a solution given
elsewhere for pore pressure response to areal strain in a
formation

of infinite

vertical

extent

or a thin

formation

bounded above and below by partial confining layers
[Rojstaczer, 1988b]:

p= -pgAjA
exp(i•ot)[exp
(-(i + 1)• 7)- 1] (7)
The difference

here is that we have allowed for the additional

complexities of a fluctuatingwater table and an impermeable
layer at a depth, d, below the water table. If we assumethat

changes in water table height.
It is useful to examine whether It'/(1 - i) can realistically
exceed 0.1 in formations

which

are sensitive

to Earth

tides.

Earth tides produce areal strains with amplitudes of the

orderof 10-8 [Melchior,1978]andaquifers
canbeexpected
to be sensitiveto Earth tides under confinedconditionsif A•
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Fig. 2. Amplitudeof theresponse
of thewatertableto Earthtides(in termsofp/[pgA•A])asa functionof thewater
table parameter

exceeds0.02 cm/ne. This lower bound on A• indicatesthat

where•0 is the depth-averaged
pore pressurewithin the

Ssisgenerally
lessthan6 x 10-8 cm-1 inthese
formationsaquifer, •,
[Rojstaczerand Agnew, 1989].Given this boundon Ss and
assumingthat fl'/(1 - i) must be greater than 0.1, K z must

divided by exp (itot)'

•0 = • exp (-itot)

(14)

begreater
than3Sy
2cm/sforsignificant
watertablefluctua-The verticalbars in (13a) denotethe modulusof the complex
tionsto be producedby Earth tidesat peaktidalfrequencies. function;and arg in (13b) denotesthe inversetangentof the
Thus we cannotexpect significantEarth tide inducedwater ratio of the imaginarycomponentto the real componentof
table fluctuations unless the formation has a very high the complexfunction. Equations(8) and (13) indicatethat
hydraulicconductivityand low specificyield. Furthermore, the areal strainsensitivity,As, and phase, 0, of the response
this hydraulic conductivity bound is derived from (11), are a function of two dimensionlessparameters:(1) Q•,, the
frequencyof the aquifer under conditionsof
which optimisticallyassumesthat the aquifer is infinitely dimensionless
thick. By analogyto heat flow [Carslawand Jaeger, 1959,p. imposedhorizontalstrainand (2) the well penetrationratio
66], (11) is appropriatewhen the aquiferthicknessexceeds b/d. As noted above, the dimensionlessparameterfl' can be
assumedgenerally to be zero.

the diffusivedepth,d•,:

Figure 3 showsthe responseof a well to Earth tides as a

dp= (4½rKz/Ssto)1/2
(12) functionof Q•, and b/d for the case of an aquiferwith a
Given
theparameters
discussed
above,
dpis7 x 107Sy
2cm. static-confinedareal strain sensitivity,A•, of 0.05 cm/ne. In
Hence the aquifer must be unrealisticallythick to drive

watertablefluctuations
unlessSyisof theorderof 0.01.We
cangenerally
assume
thatunlessSyisunusually
lowandKz
unusuallyhigh, fl' is essentiallyzero. This analysisof the
dynamic response of the water table to Earth tides is
consistent with the conclusions derived from a static analy-

sis given elsewhere[Bredehoeft, 1967].

tappinga formationof infinite vertical extent (or a thin
aquiferboundedaboveandbelowby partialconfininglayers)
givenelsewhere[Rojstaczer,1988b].The differencehereis
that Q' has been replacedby Q•, and becausethe well is
screened over its entire saturated thickness, the rate of

attenuation and phase advance occur more rapidly as a

Responseof a Phreatic Well to Earth Tides

function of dimensionless frequency.

The responseof a well to Earth tidescan be obtained,in
the absenceof well bore storageeffects, through the use of
(8). The areal strain sensitivity, As, and phase, 0, of the
response

thefigure,fl' is assumedto be zero. The responsegivenhere
for the case where b/d approaches0 is qualitatively very
similar to the responseto imposed strain of a piezometer

Independentof the ratio b/d, sensitivityto areal strains
suchas that producedby Earth tides rapidly attenuatesas

Q•,decreases
from10to 0.1dueto theincreasing
influence
of
water table drainage. The phase relations, however, are

are

•o

As(tO)=

(13a)

e(to) = arg (•0)

(13b)

highlydepe_ndent
upon b/d. For the caseof full penetration
(b/d = 1) there is rapid phase advance with decreasing
dimensionlessfrequency, Q•,. When this ratio is small
(<0.1), there exists an intermediatefrequencyband where
phase advance asymptoticallyapproaches45ø. Both the
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Fig. 3. (a) Areal strainsensitivityand (b) phaseof the responseof a phreaticwell to Earth tides as a functionof Q•,
and b/d. The static confined areal strain sensitivity of the well is 0.05 cm/ne.

areal strain sensitivity, As, and phase, 0, asymptotically governedby a simple diffusionequation [ Yusa, 1969; Weeks,
approach the static-confined response for dimensionless 1979]:
frequencies,Q•, greater than 100.
aa

Vertical Air Flow Induced by AtmosphericLoading

02pa Opa
Oz2

--

Ot

(15)

subjectto the following boundary conditions'

As was noted above, the responseof water levels in wells
to atmosphericloading differs from that due to Earth tides
principally because of the influence of pneumatic diffusion
through the unsaturatedzone. We can easily accountfor this
added complexity if we assumethat periodic vertical flow of

where Pa is the air pressure and D a is the pneumatic

air between

diffusivity. The boundary L is taken to be the Earth's

the

Earth's

surface

and the

water

table

is

Pa(- L, t) = A cos (tot)

(16a)

Pa(L, t)= A cos (tot)

(16b)
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surface; the zone from depth 0 to depth -L is simply an
artifice to assure that at the water table, z = 0, there is no air

p= (M- iN- 'y)A
exp(iwt)[exp
(-(i + 1)•--•)/H1

flux. The solutionfor air pressureat the mean height of the
water table (z = 0), pa, is [Rojstaczer, 1988b]
Pa = (M-

iN)A exp (i6ot)

(17)

+ exp((i+ 1)V•)/H2]+ yAexp(iwt)

(22)

where fl is a water table parameter analogous to

26O
) 1/2
• = (1 - i)(SaKz/2Sy

where M and N are

(23)

Q is a dimensionlessfrequency analogousto Q':
M =

N =

2cosh
(•/-•) cos
(•/-•)
cosh
(2•x//-•)+
cos
(2'•/-•)

(18a)

2sinh
(•/-•)sin('X•)
cosh
(2V•) +cos
(2•/•)

(18b)

2K z

diffusivity,Da, and the depth,L, from the Earth's surfaceto
the water table:

In the absence of well bore storageeffects, the responseof
the unconfined aquifer to periodic atmospheric loading is
governed by [Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989]

02p Op
oz2

= •

ot

+ •/Aw sin wt

(20)

where D is the vertical hydraulic diffusivity of the unconfined aquifer under conditions of surface loading, p is pore
pressure,A is the amplitude of the atmosphericload and • is
the surface loading efficiency of the aquifer [Rojstaczer and
Agnew, 1989]. The source term in (20) accounts for the
deformation of the aquifer due to the imposed surface load.
As in the Earth tide case, we take into account the
possible effect of any periodic fluctuations in water table
height. Taking the water table boundary condition at the
mean height of the water table (z = 0), we obtain the
following first-order, linearized approximation of the boundary conditions:

Op(O,t)/Oz= -(Sy/Kz)Op(O,
t)/Ot

+ (Sy/Kz)[MAsin(wt) - NA cos(wt)]
Op(d, t)/Oz = 0

of surface loading [Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989].
It should be noted that (22) is nearly the same as the
solutiongiven elsewhere [Rojstaczer, 1988a] for diffusionof
the atmospheric load through a partial confining layer:

p= (M- iN- •/)Aexp(i6Ot)[exp
(-(i + 1)•-•)]
+ 'yAexp(i6Ot) (25)

(19)

Vertical Groundwater Flow Induced by Atmospheric
Loading

D •

(24)

2D

and Sa is the specificstorageof the aquifer underconditions

and R is a dimensionlessfrequency referenced to pneumatic

R = L2w/2Da

6OSaz
2 6Oz
2

(21a)

(2lb)

As in the Earth tide case, the difference here is that we have
allowed the water table to periodically fluctuateand included
the effects of an impermeable layer at saturated depth, d.
Becausethe processeswhich govern fluid flow in response
to atmospheric loading are very similar to those which
govern Earth tide response,the solutiongiven in (22) is also
very similar to that given in (3) for pressure diffusion in

responseto imposedareal strain. The added complexity of
pneumatic diffusion is included in the terms M and N. The
water table term fI and the dimensionlessfrequency Q differ
from II' and Q' becauseSs has been replaced by Sa. As is
discussedelsewhere,Ss and Sa may differ by 20% or lessin
aquiferswhich are sensitiveto Earth tides; in aquiferswhich
are highly compressibleand are undefiain by basementrock,
the differencebetween Ss and Sa will be very small [Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989]. As a result, in the absence of
significant air transport in the unsaturated zone, pressure
diffusionin responseto atmosphericloading can be expected
to be very similar to pressure diffusion in responseto Earth
tide induced deformation. Unlike the Earth tide case, how-

ever, the water table parameter fI cannot be assumed
generally to be zero. This point is discussed in the next
section.

Since we assumethat water well response is driven by the
depth averaged pressurechange in the aquifer, p, we vertically average the solution in (22) over the saturated well
depth to obtain

g = (M- iN- •/)(0 + i12)A exp (i6Ot)+ •/A exp (i6Ot)
(26)

The first term on the right-hand side of the water table
boundary condition is identical to the first-order approxima-

where O and 12are

tion used in the Earth

O: exp-••u[-cos••u + sin••u]/2••uH1

tide case. The second term on the

right-hand side of the water table boundary condition is
obtained from the solution given in (17) and accountsfor the
influence of pneumatic pressure diffusion on the well response.The above boundary conditionsignore the influence
of any water table fluctuations induced by significant gas

content in the capillary fringe. This capillary fringe effect,
which has been noted in wells which tap shallow water table
aquifers is discussedin detail elsewhere [Peck, 1960; Turk,
1975]. The solution of (20) subject to boundary conditions
given in (21) is given in Appendix B:

+ [1/H•
- 1/H2]/2••u

(27a)

f'=exp-•uu [cos
•uu + sin••uu]/2••uH,
+ [l/H2- 1/H•]/2•u

(27b)
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and Qu is a dimensionless
aquiferfrequencyreferencedto

tions are not met, however, the water table parameter,

the saturated thickness of the well, b:

will be close to zero.

oo
Sab2 oo
b2

Qu-2Kz 2D

Responseof a Phreatic Well to AtmosphericLoading

(28)

Water Table Fluctuations Induced by Atmospheric
Loading

Under some conditions, significant water table fluctuations can be induced by atmospheric loading. This may
occur even in the absence of significantgas content in the

capillary fringe. The conditionsunder which water table
fluctuationscan be induced by atmosphericloading can be
found throughan examinationof the parameter•. Unlike
the Earth tide case, • cannot be assumed generally to be
zero. This difference is principally due to two factors: (1)
aquifers need not have low values of specific storage to
respond to atmosphericloading and (2) the atmospheric
loading signal has considerableenergy at periods much
longerthan24 hours.The presenceof considerableenergyin
the atmosphericsignal at seasonaland monthly periods

[Rojstaczer,
1988b]indicates
thatin comparison
to theEarth
tidecase,permeabilities
requiredto causewatertablefluctuationsneed not be quite as high. Since formation sensitivity to atmosphericloading is not limited to low storage
materials,aquifersdo not have to be unrealisticallythick to
drive water table fluctuations.

We can derive hydraulic conductivity and thickness
boundsfor atmosphericloading induced water table fluctuations by using the same approach as in the Earth tide
analysis.For an aquiferof infinitevertical extent and assumingR is infinite(i.e., the watertableis pneumaticallyisolated
from the Earth's surface), (22) can be readily reduced to
solve for changesin water table height (z = 0):

p = -(•/A/pg)[1/(1 - •) - 1] exp (ioot)

(29)

Similar to the Earth tide case, significantwater table fluctuations (greater than 0.1 7A/pg) occur when f•/(1 - i)
exceeds0.1. If we examine well responseat monthly peri-

ods,thenthetermSaKz/Sy
2must
begreater
than5 x 10-9
cm-• for watertablefluctuations
to be significant
relativeto

7A/pg.
As is noted elsewhere, formations which have a high
compressibilitypossessa highloadingefficiency,7 [Rojstac-

The responseof an open well to atmosphericloadingcan
be obtained through the use of (26). We assumethat in the
frequency range of interest, well bore storage effects are
negligible.The relation between the amplitudeof the water
level changein an open well, x0, and the amplitudeof the
atmosphericload wave, A, is then
Xo= -A/pg + •o/Pg

(31)

where •b0is the depth-averaged
pore pressurewithin the
aquifer, •b, divided by exp (i•ot):

•b0= •b exp (-ioot)

(32)

Equation (31) describesthe response of the well in the
frequencydomainand statesthat the changein water level in
the well plus the atmosphericload (in terms of equivalent
changeof water level) equalsthe depth-averagedpore pressure change(in terms of equivalent water level).
The barometric efficiency, Eb, and phase, 0, of the response

are
xopg

=

- Io/g - al

O(to)= arg (xopg/A)

(33a)
(33b)

Equations (28) and (33) indicate that the barometric efficiency,E0, and phase, 0, of the responseare a functionof
four dimensionlessparameters: (1) R, the dimensionless
unsaturatedzone frequency;(2) Qu, the dimensionlessfrequencyof the aquifer;(3) b/d, the penetrationratio; and (4)
the water table parameter •.
Figure 4 showsthe responseof a water well as a function
of dimensionlessaquifer frequency Qu and dimensionless
unsaturated zone frequency R. The static barometric efficiencyof the well underconfinedconditionsis 0.5, the ratio
b/d is assumedto be unity (i.e., there is full penetration),and
the parameter • is assumed to be zero. The later two
assumptions
will be relaxedbelow. Water well responseis a
strongfunction of both R and Qu. When the ratio R/Qu is

10-4 or less,attenuationof air flow haslittle influenceon

responseand the barometricefficiencygraduallyattenuates
(relative to the static responseunder confined conditions)
zer and Agnew, 1989];independentof porosity, formations
with decreasingfrequency; the phase shows a monotonic
with sedimentlikecompressibilitieswill possessloading efadvancewith decreasingfrequency.The responseat R/Qu at
ficiencies which exceed 0.8. For a typical unconsolidated

sand
(Sa • 1 x 10-6 cm-1 Sy• 0.2) Kz mustexceed
2x

10-4 is functionallyidenticalto the Earth tide response

shownin Figure 3 when b/d equalsunity; the only difference
10-4 cm/sfor the parameter•/(1 - i) to exceed0.1 at
is that Q•, has been replacedby Qu.
monthlyfrequencies;
thisboundis generally
lowerthanthat
For larger values of R/Qu, however, the water table
givenin the Earth tide case.The boundon aquiferthickness
responseto periodic atmosphericloadingis attenuatedby
is alsogenerallylower. Followingour approachin the Earth unsaturated zone influences. As a result, the barometric
tide analysis,the aquifer thicknesswould have to exceed
efficiency curves exceed the static-confinedresponseover
d>dp= (4•rKz/Saoo)1/2
(30) much of the frequency band analyzed and the phase curves
showa slightlag. When R/Qu is large, the water table can be
For the parametersdiscussedabove, the aquiferthickness, effectively isolated from the atmosphericload at the soil
d, would have to exceed 1 km. Hence if an unconsolidated surface and the barometric efficiency can approach unity
formation was very thick and possessedmoderately high over a wide frequency band. It shouldbe noted that when
hydraulicconductivity,fluctuationsin water table height at R/Qu is greaterthan 10, the barometricefficiencyat the
monthly periods would be possible.If both of these condi- resonancefrequency of the systemactually exceedsunity.
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Fig. 4. (a) Barometric efficiency and (b) phase of the responseof a phreatic well to atmosphericloading as a
functionof R/Qu under conditionsof full penetration(b/d = 1). The water table parameterfl is assumedto be zero.
Static confined barometric efficiency of the well is 0.5.

The influenceof partial penetrationcan be seenin Figure
5, where we have assumedthat the ratio R/Qu is unity. As in
the Earth tide case, the effect of partial penetration on the
amplitude of the responseis minor in nature and there is a
significantchangein the phaseresponse.The effect of partial
penetration is to retard phaseadvanceat intermediatevalues
of dimensionlessfrequency. For the caseof b/d approaching

The differences in response strictly reflect the differences
between the vertically averagedunconfinedaquifer response
and the responseof a piezometer (or the responseof a thin
aquifer bounded above and below by partial confining layers). As in the Earth tide case, attenuation and phase shift
due to water table drainageoccur more rapidly under uncon-

zero (i.e., the aquifer is of infinite vertical extent), the
response is qualitatively similar to the "low-frequency"
response of a well tapping a partially confined aquifer to
atmospheric loading given elsewhere [Rojstaczer, 1988a].

The effects of water table fluctuationson well responseare
shownin Figure 6 for the casewhen the penetrationratio b/d
equals0 andR/Qu equalsunity. As notedearlier, water table
fluctuationsinduced by atmosphericloading can be signifi-

fined conditions.
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well to atmosphericloading.R/Qu is assumedto be unity, fl is assumedto be zero and the staticconfinedbarometric
efficiency of the well is 0.5.

cant if the aquifer has a low specific yield, high hydraulic
conductivityand high specificstorageand if the frequencyof
the atmospheric loading is low. Consistent with the results
noted above, water table fluctuations significantly influence
well and aquifer responsewhen the parameter f//(1 - i)
exceeds0.1. When this parameterexceedsa value of 10, the
response approachesthe static-confinedresponse over the
entire frequency band shown. As noted earlier, however, the
conditionsunder which the parameter f//(1 - i) exceedsa
value of 0.1 are not very common.

APPLICATION

OF THEORETICAL

RESPONSE

The theoretical results given above indicate that water
well responseto Earth tides and atmosphericloading can be
strongly dependent on several dimensionlessparameters
which are a function of formation material properties and
system geometry. If the response of a well can be fit to the
theoretical solutions, it is possible to make estimates of or
place bounds on these dimensionlessparameters.
Because the Earth tide responseis governed by an inher-
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ently simpler process, it would be best to analyze the
frequency responseto Earth tides, prior to the atmospheric
loadingresponse,to obtain the dimensionlessparametersQ•,
and b/d. The next step would be to analyze the frequency
responseto atmosphericloadingto refine an estimateof b/d
and obtainestimatesof Qu, the unsaturatedzonedimensionless frequency, R and possibly the parameter f•. While this
approach would be attractive, it is not generally feasible.
The first problem is that the energy contained in the Earth
tide signalis generally confinedto a narrow frequencyband
and as a result, it is difficult, if not impossible,to identify any

trends in responseas a function of frequency. The second
problemis that the phasesof the Earth tidal constituentsare
not well known a priori [Beaurnontand Berger, 1975;Berger
and Beaurnont, 1976]; as a result, it is difficult to derive
anything meaningfulout of the phase characteristicsof the
frequency response to Earth tides unless actual measurements of the Earth tide signal are made. Because of these
problems inherent in the analysis of the frequency response
to the Earth tide, we must rely principally on the frequency
responseto atmosphericloading to estimate or place bounds
on both the saturated and unsaturated dimensionlessparam-

ROJSTACZER AND RILEY:

TABLE

1.

WELL

LEVEL

RESPONSE TO ATMOSPHERIC

Description of Well GD

Parameter

Value

Lateralhydraulic
conductivity

3 x 10-5 cm/s

Depth to water table
Open interval

18 m
18-88 m

eters. If these parameterscan be identified, it is possibleto
make estimates of the vertical pneumatic diffusivity of the
unsaturated zone and vertical hydraulic diffusivity of the
aquifer.
As is noted elsewhere [Rojstaczer, 1988a], the processof
fitting well responseas a function of frequency to dimensionless theoretical curves is analogousto the standardpractice
of fitting water level declines as a function of time in
response to pumpage to "type curve" plots. The essential
difference is that because the solutions given here are a
function of frequency, there are two "type curves" which
are fit simultaneously: one for admittance or barometric
efficiency and one for phase.
A description of the well (GD) examined in this paper is
given in Table 1. The well is located on Gold Hill near
Parkfield, California. Figure 7 showsa 10-day hydrographof
this well and the correspondingatmosphericload and theoretical tidal strain at the site. The tidal strain was computed
from a homogeneousEarth model with no corrections made
for oceanic loading and geological inhomogeneities [Beaumont and Berger, 1975]. Well GD taps an unconfined granodiorite aquifer of unknown but presumably considerable
vertical extent. The lateral aquifer hydraulic conductivity at
GD was determined from its response to a slug test. An
earlier paper [Hsieh et al., 1987] has analyzed the response
of this well in terms of the effect of well bore storage on
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Earth tide response. If it is assumedthat the influence of well
bore storage on the response of unconfined wells can be
approximated by the theoretical response of confined or
partially confined aquifers to periodic loading [Hsieh et al.,
1987; Rojstaczer, 1988a], the lateral hydraulic conductivity
of this well indicates that well bore storage effects will be
very small (attenuation less than 0.95 and phase lag less than
10ø due to well bore storage) at frequencies less than 2
cycles/d for an aquifer with a specific storage typical of
crystalline rock.
In order to compare a water well's response to the
theoretical solutions, we need to determine its frequency
response to Earth tides and atmospheric loading. The frequency responses or transfer functions for the well were
determined from cross-spectralestimation [e.g., Bendat and
Piersol, 1986] and details are discussedin Appendix C. For
GD the length of the water level record examined is roughly
5 months. As shown elsewhere [Rojstaczer, 1988b], atmospheric loading and Earth tides have small signalsat frequencies greater than 2 cycles/d, and we limit our analysis to
frequencies no higher than this bound. The low end of the
frequency band analyzed for each well was determined from

the coherencesquared,F2, of the relationship
between
water level and atmospheric loading where the coherence
squared is defined as [e.g., Bendat and Piersol, 1986]

F2(•o)=

IBW(o)l2

(34)

,o) ww( ,o)

It should be noted that BW is the cross spectrum between air
pressure and water level, and BB and WW are the power
spectra of the atmosphericload and the water level, respec-

tively.Thiscoherence
squaredis analogous
to r2 in linear
regressionand represents the ability of a linear relationship
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TABLE 2.

Response of Well GD to Earth Tides
Phase,
deg

Component

O1

-13

M2
Error

Admittance,
cm/ne

__-10

0.24
0.30

-1.4 __-8
estimates

are at the 95% confidence

__-0.04
__-0.04

interval.

between atmosphericload and water level to accountfor the
water level signalat a given frequency. For the well response
analyzed here, we excluded frequencies at which the coherence squared was less than 0.7; this limited analysis to
frequencies greater than 0.09 cycles/d. We also excluded
frequencies at which the value of the water level power

spectrum
was lessthan0.1 cm2 d/cyclebecausetransfer
function estimates at frequencies when the value of the
water level spectrumwas below this limit were implausible'
the barometric efficiencyand phaseappearedto be a random
function of frequency and sometimes had values which had

[Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989] and is determined from the
inferred static-confinedbarometric efficiencyand areal strain
sensitivity of the well. The specific storage is used in
conjunction with the hydraulic diffusivity to estimate the
aquifer's vertical hydraulic conductivity. The vertical hydraulic conductivity is a factor of 3 less than the inferred
lateral hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer, suggestingthat
the rock tapped by the well possesses modest, if any,
hydraulic anisotropy. The lower bound for b/d indicated by
the model fit is !0, suggestingthe presence of significant
permeability down to depths of at least 800 m. The upper
bound for f//(1 - i) is unity; this bound is consistentwith the
value for vertical hydraulic conductivity estimated here and
the values for specific storage and porosity estimated elsewhere [Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989].
CONCLUSIONS

The water level response of wells which tap water table
aquifers to Earth tides and atmospheric loading is qualitatively similar to the partially confined response detailed
no theoretical basis.
elsewhere [Rojstaczer, 1988a, b]; it is dependent on the
The admittance and phase relations for water well re- elastic and fluid flow properties of the aquifer as well as the
sponse to the theoretical tidal strain at the M 2 and O• air flow properties of the material overlying the aquifer.
frequencies are shown in Table 2. These two tidal constitu- Water well responsecan be dependent on the frequency of
ents compose much of the energy in the tidal signal [Melthe deformation and reflects the response of the unconfined
chior, 1978] and are at frequencies where the atmospheric aquifer averaged over the saturated depth of the well. As in
load signal has little energy. The sensitivity to the O• the partially confined response, attenuation and amplificaconstituent is slightly less than the sensitivity to the M 2 tion relative to the static-confined response of the aquifer
constituent. The phase relations suggestthat the theoretical can occur in theory and is observed in the well examined;
homogeneous Earth tide inadequately describes temporal phase lags and advances observed in response to atmorelations in deformation due to tidal forcing at this site. The spheric loading also have a theoretical basis.
M 2 constituent is roughly in phase with the homogeneous
Because the response of water table wells to aquifer
Earth tide while the O• constituentlags by roughly 10ø. A deformation is so similar to the response of wells which tap
previous analysis of the response of this well to tidal strain partially confined aquifers, it is not possible to unambiguindicatedan ambiguousphaserelationfor the O• constituent ously identify the type of aquifer tapped by the well on the
and indicatedthat the M 2 constituentled the measuredEarth basis of this response. This determination can only be made
tide signalby roughly 10ø [Hsieh et al., 1987]. The difference by pump tests or by a thorough knowledge of the hydrogeoin these two results reflects the difference in phase between logic setting.
the theoretical
tidal strain and the actual tidal strain meaThe theoretical response of a well to Earth tides and
sured near the well [Roelofts et al., 1989].
atmospheric loading can be used in conjunction with the
The transfer function for the response of well GD to observedresponseof a water well as a function of frequency
atmospheric loading is shown in Figure 8. Barometric effi- to yield estimates of or place bounds upon the vertical fluid
ciency is a strong function of frequency and ranges from 0.3 flow properties of the aquifer and the pneumatic diffusivity
to 0.6 in the frequency band examined. The phase indicates of the unsaturated zone. The response of the well examined
that the water level lags the atmospheric load over much of here to atmosphericloading indicates that wells need not tap
the frequency band analyzed, but this phase lag diminishes aquifers with particularly low values of hydraulic conductivwith decreasingfrequency. The figure also shows the model ity to achieve partial isolation from the water table response
fit to the observed transfer function. The theoretical model
over periods of days to weeks. Wells which are open over a
suggeststhat the responsein the observedfrequency band is thick interval can be influencedby the confined responseof
dominated by water table influences. The depth-averaged the aquifer to Earth tides and atmospheric loading even if
responseof the aquifer never approachesthe static response vertical permeabilities are quite high.
under confined conditions. The phase responsesuggeststhat
While the well examined here responds strongly to Earth
the well only partially penetrates the granodiorite aquifer. tides, it is difficult to utilize this information to infer aquifer
There is no evidence in the frequency responseof significant fluid flow properties unless the tidal strain is also measured.
These measurements are difficult and expensive to obtain
water table fluctuations in the observed frequency band.
The key parameters indicated by the model are a static- [Agnew, 1986]. However, theoretical tidal strain calculations
confined barometric efficiency of 0.10 and a value for both are helpful in using well sensitivities to tidal strain to infer
dimensionlessfrequencies R and Qu of 4.5• where fre- formation compressibilitiesas is shown elsewhere [Rojstacquencyis in terms of CyclesPer day. The pneumaticand zer and Agnew, 1989].
hydraulic diffusivities estimated from these values of R and
For the well examined, the barometric responseis a strong
Qu are shown in Table 3. The specific storagefor the aquifer function of frequency and estimates of the controlling fluid
under conditions of surface loading is estimated elsewhere flow parameters can be somewhatreadily made. It shouldbe
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noted that the parameters which control responsemay not saturatedwell depth is very thick, the barometric response
always be identifiable.When the depth to the water table is may be largelyindependentof water table influencesthroughshallow, it may be possibleto place only a lower bound on out the frequencyband examinedhere; for these situationsit
the pneumaticdiffusivity. Under conditionswhere the ver- may be possibleto placeonly an upperboundon the vertical
tical hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is relatively high hydraulicdiffusivity.Finally, if the well tapsa zoneutilizedfor
and the saturated depth of the well is relatively thin, the water supply,the influenceof pumpagewill likely mask the
depth-averagedresponseof the aquifer may only be weakly tidal or barometric response of the well. Although crossinfluencedby the static-confinedresponseof the aquifer in spectralestimationof the responseof wellsto Earth tidesand
the frequencyband analyzed;for thesesituationsit may only atmosphericloadingmay have limited application,the results
be possibleto place a lower boundon the vertical hydraulic given here indicatethat under certainconditionsit can yield
diffusivity of the aquifer. Under conditionswhere the verti- some useful information about the material properties of uncal hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is very low and the confinedaquifersand the unsaturatedzone.
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TABLE

3.

WELL LEVEL RESPONSE TO ATMOSPHERIC

Estimate of Fluid Flow Properties of Aquifer Tapped
by Well GD
Parameter

+ (Sy/Kz)[MAsin(rot)- NA cos(rot)]
Op(d, t)/Oz = 0

Value

1

Unsaturated
zonepneumatic
diffusivity,
cm2/s
Verticalhydraulic
diffusivity,
cm2/s
Verticalhydraulic
conductivity,
cm/s

4
60
1 x 10-5

A: SOLUTION

(B3)

and substitute into (B 1) and (B2) to obtain

TO THE RESPONSE OF

BY EARTH

(B2b)

p(z, t) = F(z) exp (irot)

DF" - iroF = -A Tim

(B4a)

F'(O)= -iroSy[F(O)- AM + AiN]/Kz

(B4b)

F'(d) = 0

(B4c)

AN UNCONFINED AQUIFER TO DEFORMATION
INDUCED

(B2a)

As in the Earth tide case, we take p to be complex:

R/Q

APPENDIX

LOADING

TIDES

The solution to (B4) is

Aquifer response to periodic areal strain, A cos (rot), is
governed by the equation [Rojstaczer and Agnew, 1989]:

02p Op

D ....
oz2

ot

+ pgAjAm sin (rot)

F(z)= (M- iN- y)A[exp
(-(i + 1)•-'•)/H1
+ exp((i+ 1)•-•)/H2]
+ yAexp(irot) (B5)

(A1)

Combining (B3) and (B$) yields the solution given in (22).

If the aquifer is phreatic, of thickness,d, and underlainby an
aquiclude, the appropriate linearized boundary conditions
are

APPENDIX

C: METHOD

FUNCTIONS

0p(0,t)/Oz= -(Sy/Kz)Op(O,
t)/Ot

(A2a)

Op(d, t)/Oz= 0

(A2b)

The solution of (A1) subject to the boundary conditions
(A2) is easily solvedby employingcomplex notation. Taking
p to be complex,

p(z, t) = F(z) exp (irot)
and substitutinginto (A1) and (A2) we obtain

D'F" - iroF = -pgA• Aim

F' (0) = - iroSyF(O)/K
z
F'(d) = 0

(A3)

F(z)= -pgA•
A[exp
(-(i + 1)••7)/H1
+exp((i+ 1)••7)/H2-1] (A5)
Combining (A3) and (AS) yields the solution given in (3).
TO THE RESPONSE OF

AN UNCONFINED AQUIFER TO PERIODIC
ATMOSPHERIC

LOADING

The responseof an unconfinedaquifer to periodic atmosphericloading, A cos (rot), is governedby [Rojstaczerand
Agnew, 1989]

op
D •oz =- ot + •/Arosinrot

(B1)

The linearized boundary conditions for the response of a
phreatic aquifer of thickness d are

Op(O,
t)/Oz= -(Sy/Kz)Op(O,
t)/Ot

LEVEL

AND ATMOSPHERIC

THE TRANSFER

TO EARTH TIDES
LOADING

WAS DETERMINED

The transfer functions between water level, Earth tides

and atmosphericloading were found using cross-spectral
estimation [Bendat and Piersol, 1986]. For the water well
record examined here, the transfer functions were obtained
by (1) removing the mean and the long-term trend from the
water level, Earth tide and atmosphericloading times series;

(A4c)

(A4) is

B: SOLUTION

BY WHICH

(2) determiningthe power spectraand cross-spectrafor the
water well record, the theoretical areal strain produced by
(A4a) the Earth tides and the local atmospheric pressure record;
(3) solving the following system of complex linear equations
(A4b) for every frequency:

where the prime following F denotesdifferentiation,and all
exponential terms have been divided out. The solution to

APPENDIX

OF WATER

BT

HB

TB TT HT = TW

(C1)

where BB and TT denote the power spectra of the atmosphericpressure and Earth tides, respectively, BT and TB
denote the cross spectrum and complex conjugate of the
cross spectrum, respectively, between atmosphericloading
and Earth tides, B W and TW denote the cross spectra
between atmosphericloading and water level and Earth tides
and water level, respectively, and HB and HT denote the
transfer function between water level and atmosphericloading and water level and Earth tides, respectively. The Earth
tides were included in the analysis in the frequency band
0.9-2.0 cycles/d, a band which contains almost all of the
energy in the Earth tide signal. At frequenciesless than 0.9
cycles/d,the atmosphericloading transferfunction HB was
determined simply by taking the ratio B W/BB. Because
energy levels in the Earth tide signal are very small for
frequenciesless than 0.9 cycles/d, the Earth tide transfer
function, HT, was not estimated at these low frequencies.
Further

details

on how the transfer

functions

were

deter-

mined can be found elsewhere [RojStaczer, i988bj.
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